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We as individuals are constantly interacting with our surrounding environment. These interactions 
bring us and the environment to life. It is an intra-action (Karen Barad) where we are constantly 
becoming to life by intra-acting with and as part of the surrounding environment. Here surround-
ing environment is all the materiality and the socio-cultural norms which we live in. We experience 
the world through these interactions. Hence the experience becomes temporal arising through the 
materiality and changes depending upon our past experiences, future expectations and emotions at-
tached to them. 

This thesis is about the experience of togetherness, as it is experienced by two long time friends in 
a pre-arranged meeting. Two friends arrange such meetings to spend time together where sharing 
is an important aspect. The meeting is an interaction where togetherness is built over a short period 
of time. These two friends perform a practice apart from the sharing e.g. drinking a coffee. This 
practice and the materiality involved in it enrich the experience and facilitate being together by 
performing the practice together. 

Meetings like these are not always possible. Physical distance between the two friends makes it 
difficult to meet. Mobile telecommunication and the increasing popularity of social- network sites 
which allow chatting has bridged this gap considerably. Their popularity indicates the need of a 
communication which can offer similar experience as being together. This experience is not similar 
to the experience had in a meeting.   

This research is a process of designing a concept for a communication device. The process involves 
a methodology which combines field observations and developing a theory to understand and ana-
lyse the experience, which then can be used in an empathic way to design a product concept. The 
research in the end proposes guidelines to design interaction between two individuals. The design 
concept is an iteration of a possible accessory to a mobile phone which facilitates a similar experi-
ence of togetherness. It is presented in the form of a short-film.
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1.1 Experience of togetherness

This experience of togetherness is the one sought by two long-time friends who meet once in a while 
to share the miscellaneous details of their life over a cup of coffee. This togetherness is different 
from the one between two lovers or any kinship relation as the relationship is not structured with a 
motivation or obligation in an ideal case. The sharing and the practice involved, which is an activity 
performed together brings about the experience, which is achieved over time. Time is an important 
aspect as it allows the emotions aroused through the sharing to be sustained. The cup of coffee, the 
table and the socio-cultural norms constitutes the materiality which is essential in this intra-action. 
These things along with the two friends become to life through the meeting and the practice of drink-
ing coffee. They gain meaning, and in this process build the experience together.

1.2  The design problem

In contemporary city life, in developing countries lengthy commuting time and busy schedules make 
it harder for people to meet in person for some relaxed time together. The tendency in this case is to 
make long phone calls to meet the need for socialising and maintain existing friendships.
Two friends have a need to share which develops over time in a friendship. Their experience of 
togetherness in the physical proximity creates a need for the similar experience in physical separa-
tion and they try to contact in order to share. When these two friends are physically separated, they 
are merged into two different material becomings, through two different sets of intra-actions. For 
example one is seating on a sofa at home and the other walking on the street. They are in two differ-
ent times. Time here is the subjective realisation of their emotions which arise from the surrounding 
environment, their past experiences and their future expectations. We can say that they are two dif-
ferent entities which are part and parcel of their local experiences. When they contact each other in 
such situation, they trigger an extension to their own local experiences. The experience of together-
ness will be needed to be designed in this intersection of the two extensions, where they will perform 
an activity together other than the sharing.

Introduction
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1.3  Methodology

I started with the context mapping process developed by Visser and Sanders [14] which I found very 
promising to help reveal knowledge about how people experience the world. The process began 
with identifying six participants who are friends for at least five years and spend time together in 
selected places. They were informed about the process and their contribution. The study started with 
observing them in pairs in the places where they wanted to meet. That helped to record the context 
by asking questions, taking photographs and videos. I realised that the observations were revealing 
contextual information and not letting me understand the experience. I decided to build a scenario 
based on my observations by following, Wright and McCarthy’s, (6), Empathy Through Narration. 
I realised that apart from the context I need to study the experience and the interaction involved in a 
different way. I came across Karen Barad’s Post-human Ontology (1), which led me to understand 
the experience, as an intra-active becoming. It helped me to define the experience and locate the de-
sign problem. I made many scenarios based on empathic design approach of Wright and McCarthy 
(4, 6). The initial design solutions did not yield a very rich time based experience, to illustrate the 
emotional responses arising through the materiality. I needed to look for a ritualistic rich experience 
which two friends have together so that I can use the temporal and cultural aspects of it for redesign-
ing the experience. I went to India, for a month. There I realised that the almost ritualistic experience 
of going out with a friend and eating pani-puri is an ideal experience which is rich culturally and 
temporally. I designed a product concept where two friends will eat pani-puri together in physical 
separation. I made a short-film illustrating the design-concept.

1.4 Design concept and the presentation through film

The short-film is a story of how two friends who occasionally spend time together and experience 
togetherness on a pani-puri stall. The dialogue between them illustrates of how the talk i.e. the 
interaction is bringing the context i.e. the material configuration to life. It illustrates how they are 
becoming together through the intra-action.
The two long time friends meet for a treat of pani-puri (a popular street food in Mumbai) where 
they discuss some intimate issues about married life and career. In a follow up meeting few months 
later when they could not manage to meet in person so they decide to talk on phone while preparing 

Introduction
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and enjoying the pani-puri at home. The product concept I developed captures the materiality of the 
ritual of eating pani-puri in a shared third time. The shared third time is the time in which the interac-
tion happens so as to trigger the experience. The first two times are the once which are experienced 
by the two friends in separate contexts. I designed two sets of bowls and a table mat below them, 
which are needed to contain the dish of pani-puri, and interconnected them. Both of them will talk 
through the mobile phone and the bowls will communicate how much of the sauces and the puri’s 
they contain. Eventually conveying and facilitating eating together, by letting each other know how 
and when they are eating. 

1.5 Contribution

The study presented in this thesis explored an existing experience, and redesigned it in a situation 
where it is desired. The role of an experience designer in my opinion will be locating such an experi-
ence which needs to be provided for. This thesis contributes by setting an example of how to locate 
such a culturally rich blind spot as an experience and then design for it. It also contributes as a design 
process, which is a combination of many methodologies considered by design research today to 
study user-experience. It explores how to understand the experience as it happens within its contex-
tual factors and then to define it with the help of a theory. It also contributes by designing a product 
concept which is experience focused, and which is a result of a practice-based design research. The 
presentation of the concept through a film is a combination of Performative ethnography and Em-
pathy through narration. The first part of the film effectively conveys the experience as it happens 
through performative ethnography and the second illustrates the design concept which is narrating 
the use of the design concept through a story. Finally this thesis provides suggestion for designing 
interactions between two individuals, which can provide an enriched experience. 
  

Introduction
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The study of experience by design research

2.1 The experience framework and co-experience

Design research has explored many aspects of an experience, mostly focusing on experiences arising 
from user-product interaction. Forlizzi J and Battarbee K (2:262,263) propose an interdisciplinary 
framework that articulates experience which is focused on the interaction that users have with the 
products. They suggest a categorization based on which part of user product interaction is to be 
emphasized. It can be focused on user, on products and the third perspective attempts to understand 
experience through the interaction between user and products. They consider the interaction-cen-
tered approach is the most valuable for understanding how a user experience is to be designed for 
a product. 

Product-centered models provide information regarding the experience. Many design methods re-
veal many qualitative analysis of the experience in the form of a check list of topics or criteria 
which can be used as guideline for designing.  For example Jääskö and Mattelmäki provide a set of 
guidelines for understanding experiences and applying them in user-centered product concept de-
velopment. User-centered models help developers and designers to understand the people who use 
products. It offers ways to understand people’s actions and the aspects of experience they will find 
relevant while interacting with products. For example participative design methods which are based 
on say-do and make, which I have discussed later help to understand peoples aspirations about future 
experience. Interaction-centred models explore how products can bridge a gap between users and 
designers. Forlizzi J and Battarbee K give a framework which describes user-product interactions as 
fluent, cognitive and expressive and which explores dimensions of experience such as experience, 
an experience and co-experience (fig.1.1).

The framework which they provide is a basic structure to analyse emotions arising from the user ex-
perience and for segregating experience into different categories. It looks at experience on the basis 
of how it arises in the context and how emotions are related to it. Experience thus studied can inform 
the designer in the design and research process to analyse it better. The approach is referred to as a 
pragmatist approach in the field of HCI.  I think the perspective of looking at experience through the 
lens of user-experience or user-product experience in itself suffers from creating a rich experience. 
I think it is necessary to first understand which experience is needed? where? and why?. It is impor-

Figure 1.1  The experience framework 
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tant to locate an experience which people feel the need of and then start to understand it. 

2.2  The approch towards Experience by User-centered design methodologies

Elizabeth Sanders defines experience as a moment inextricably woven in past memories and future 
expectations. This moment for her includes past, present and future (fig.1.2). This approach is built 
in order to understand the future aspirations of users regarding product use. The context-mapping 
process developed by Sleeswijk; V and Sanders; L (14) will generate information regarding product 
use. A well structured participative process helps generate an experience anticipated in future. The 
process reveals the current context of product use and the anticipation of future use. The context of 
product use is made explicit by using cultural probes, cognitive tools and interviews (14), which are 
also called generative techniques, to generate context maps.The users are directly involved in the 
design process, which is well designed to achieve the desired goal. 

In generative methods people make designerly artifacts and then tell a story about it. Context maping 
process involves further study, where the communication of these stories in the form of a context 
maps to the design team is achieved. The purpose of creating context maps is to make the contextual 
information apparent to the design team which in turn will facilitate Human-centered design. The 
generation of maps is done in six phases. Through the first five the context map is generated and the 
last is using this map and building a product concept.

The process involves preparation through formulation of goals, planning, selecting participants and 
choosing the techniques. Then the participants are sensitized, which is enrolling them into the proc-
ess. This is done by giving them some artifacts which help them to record their own context in their 
own environment. This helps them to reflect and explore the contextual factors which before this 
were neglected as habitual or non noticeable. The sensitized participants then attend group sessions, 
where they talk about the material which they have created and also participate in generative exer-
cises which are designed by the researchers for the specific goal. The data collected in the form of 
artifacts generated in the sessions and from the sensitizing kit, along with the discussions with the 
participants in the workshops is analyzed separately. The crucial part of the process is conveying 
this analyzed data to the design team, which is called as communication phase. This phase involves 

Figure 1.2  The experience domain  (adopted from Sanders 2001) 
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many days and many meetings of the researchers to decide in which and which form the data should 
be presented. These meetings as the author mentions also help in identifying the small details of 
input from the participants which can prove as a good clue for the designer.

The process can be effective only when the goal for every phase is well formulated. The process has 
to be molded to suite each design problem. Hence the research states that the preparation of sensitiz-
ing kits and the material of the exercises to be conducted in the sessions is designed specifically to 
reveal the context explicitly. The context map can reveal very interesting aspects of the experience, 
specifically for future experiences with products. This approach is product focused and talks about 
the future experience regarding a product use, which is also called as the measuring approach in the 
field of HCI. The contextual data gives information regarding experience, from which the experi-
ence arises, but experience has to be defined separately from the context, as it happens and is devel-
oped over time. I did my initial field study based on this method and it helped me to understand the 
context but did not help me to locate the design problem, for which I had to define the experience 
separately from context with the help of posthuman ontology.

2.3 Alternative approach of empathic design.

Apart from the Pragmatic and measuring approaches, Empathic approach builds on inspiration 
achieved from understanding experience. Wright.P and McCarthy. J see empathic approach as a part 
of broader pragmatic approach. They argue that the pragmatist perspective is a way of ‘knowing the 
user’, of knowing how it feels like to be that person and what their situation is like from their per-
spective, which is empathy (6:638). They have a focus on how use empathy to better understand the 
relationship between designers and users. They suggest the dialogical approach to empathy which 
gives importance to understand the other from his own perspective and appreciating the others 
perspective as the other. The dialogical approach proposes some methodologies like, ethnography-
inspired field work, cultural probes, empathy through narration and empathy through the imagined 
other. The other two approaches generate data and help place the experience in certain category, 
whereas empathic approach looks for inspiration from them. And that is why it is a part of the prag-
matist approach. I think it provides a next step towards designing, after getting inspiration from the 
other two.

Figure 1.3  The involvement of stake holders in the process. 
(adopted from Visser and Sanders 2005) 
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I specifically elaborated on the narrative aspect of empathy where, I created many scenarios, which 
were short stories of the experience achieved through a design concept. Among many narrative 
methods employed in HCI, I found the character driven scenarios very interesting and suitable to 
narrate the relationship between two friends. Neilsen (36) points out that the typical scenarios de-
scribe what happens but does not elaborate on the characters and their motivations, personality traits, 
values and attitudes. She argues that if these aspects of the characters are not studied then it limits the 
value of the design scenarios. The film I made to elaborate my design concept is based on this aspect 
of value added by the characters in illustrating the concept. The two characters that act in the film 
have two distinct and different characters, which help make the design elaborate in different ways. 
One of the character is bubbly and talkative and the other is reflective and calm. Their movements 
and emotional reactions around the materiality which are the bowls and the table mat vary based on 
their personality. These reactions to things happening in front of them are recognizable and apprici-
ated by both of them. The placement of objects, the ritualistic eating is performed quite differently 
by both of them, which they need as an assurance from eachothers emotions.

2.4 Post-human ontology

I defined the experience of togetherness based on Karen Barad’s post human –Ontology, Agential re-
alism. I realized that I was not trying to understand the experience in my early studies but I was try-
ing to understand the aspects of the experience, leaving the experience as a whole somewhere else. I 
started with defining how two people become friends and how do they experience togetherness when 
they are physically together. This led me to understand what needs to be elaborated in order to design 
experience of togetherness in physical separation. This shift of defining togetherness and analyzing 
my observations based on this theory helped me to locate where exactly the design problem lies. I 
have presented a scenario based on this theory and my observations in the following section.

The term posthumanism is associated with a phenomena that challenge the traditional conception 
of human beings. In popular culture as well as science and technology it is understood as extending 
the physical abilities and life span of human body  by means of technology beyond natural norms. In 
AI research as well as science fiction the emphasis is on extending human consciousness by means 
of information technology. There is growing concern around the world about this so-called transhu-

The study of experience by design research
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manism as it challenges traditional ethics of modern society. This posthumanism which threatens 
to create a new race of trans-humans is not considered true posthumanism by scholars [35] who are 
interested in putting the prefix post before the humanist ontology and not before the human species. 
We want to refer to this scholarly discourse of posthumanism as a critique of humanism [34]. From 
this point of view the science and science fiction which talks about a human body (and conscious-
ness) as a set of data that can be downloaded in a computer, replicated and teleported are essentially 
humanist. They believe in a being of the human that is contained within the boundary of the skin and 
software of the mind [33].

 Posthumanism as a critique of humanism has been developed by scholars who see the humanism 
of enlightenment as a basis of oppression in modern times. These scholars bring their arguments 
from post-colonial studies, feminism and the philosophies of Foucoult and Butler. Their stake in 
posthumanism is in bringing justice to those who are neglected, oppressed or marginalised by the 
normative discourse of humanism. Humanist ontology is also challenged by new interpretations of 
findings in the fields of quantum mechanics, genetics and neuroscience. Neuroscience is showing us 
that consciousness is not separate from the body. Biologists know that when we look at micro level 
the skin does not form any definitive boundary to human body. Cells carrying non-human genetic 
material outnumber human cells within human body. The practices of new reproductive technolo-
gies force us to reconsider the beginning of human life. When subjected to critical enquiry either by 
social theory or natural sciences the humanist subject does not hold ground. Even within the field 
of HCI the rationalising human agency in day to day interaction is being questioned [32]. But what 
does the posthumanism bring to design research?  The new ontology of the posthuman affords us to 
reconsider the ’user’. A user who does not pre-exist the interaction but comes to be along with and 
as part of the material world. For barad [1]

`` …human bodies, like all other bodies, are not entities with inherent boundaries and properties 
but phenomena that acquire specific boundaries and properties through the open-ended dynamics of 
intra-activity. Humans are part of the world-body space in its dynamic structuration.``

With this conception of the posthuman we can analyse human-human interaction in a more produc-
tive manner while including the products we design.
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Experience of togetherness

3.1    Definition of friendship

Two individuals interact, and while doing so they talk about things (e.g. memories, the present 
context and their aspirations) which have subjective emotions attached to them, the talk about them 
brings those things and the emotions attached to life. The possibility of bringing those emotions to 
life solely depends upon their assurance by the other person. When those emotions and their assur-
ance are realized, a desire and possibility of re-living them is felt and togetherness starts to build 
over time. The interaction thus provides an opportunity for re-enliving those emotions and soon a 
need is developed. They become friends. These two friends interact and weave the emotions and 
their assurances on time. Time is like a thread on which they enliven those emotions and the experi-
ence.

3.2     Friendship in two friends

I am talking about two individuals who have been friends for a long time. I would talk about their 
meeting in physical proximity first. When two friends are  interacting in physical proximity, they, 
i.e. their physical bodies, their socio cultural backgrounds and the material surrounding them is in 
the process of becoming, within and as part of the interaction. The objects and the subjects start to 
matter through the interaction. They are all together part of the phenomenon, which is an experience 
of togetherness. The phenomenon occurs through the interaction, not only with each other but with 
everything that starts to matter in the process of becoming.

3.3     A coffee table meeting as an example of a meeting of togetherness

I will take the case of a meeting between two friends in a cafe. The café, the table on which they 
seat, the light, the music, the taste of the coffee and they themselves form the context of this meeting. 
The socio-cultural norms, the ethics also contribute to the context.  When they are drinking coffee 
and sharing they are co-constituted in the practice of a seating together on a table and drinking cof-
fee while sharing emotions. All the elements of the context form the material configuration of the 
experience which starts to build on the coffee table (Fig. 3.1). Here they are performing the practice 
of drinking coffee together, while maintaining their subjective emotions. These emotions arise from Figure 3.1 The coffe table meeting with its context
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the sharing and the context. Hence the physical objects which form the materiality are as important 
as the sharing itself. The practice of drinking coffee on the same table forms a material configuration 
which is happening almost unconsciously, it plays an important part as a supportive task (i.e. prac-
tice), which helps in giving meaning to the emotions generated apart from the sharing.

3.4  Meeting of togetherness as a time-based-becoming

These two friends start to become together not only with each other but with everything that con-
stitutes the physical and socio cultural space surrounding them. The becoming is realized through 
emotions which arise through it. The becoming happens over time, and is realized over time. Here 
time is the subjective realization of emotions arising from material that is in the process of becom-
ing. Time is then the realization of materiality through emotions that forms the phenomena of the ex-
perience of togetherness(Fig.3.2). The experience of togetherness is then a practice enacted by two 
individuals where time gives meaning to materiality which is parallely realized through emotions. 
It is a three fold phenomena where the subjective time remains the same and hence the becoming 
together. Time gives meaning to everything including them in becoming together. The becoming is 
inseparable from time and emotions.

3.5 The divided time becoming in physical separation

Two friends have a need to share which develops over time in a friendship. Their experience of to-
getherness in the physical proximity creates a need for the similar experience in physical separation 
and they try to contact in order to share. When these two friends are physically separated, they are 
merged into two different material becomings, through two different interactions. They are becom-
ing with their subjective experience through subjective emotions. They are in two different subjec-
tive experiences (Fig. 3.3). We can say that they are two different entities which are part and parcel 
of their subjective experiences. 

When they decide to contact they intra-act and initiate another time, which is now in between their 
subjective experiences. The experience of togetherness lies in this third initiated time for the situa-

Experience of togetherness

Figure 3.2 The Experience of togetherness

Figure 3.3 The physical separation and two simultaneous becomings
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tion of physical separation. This interaction has two entities and they are becoming together in time 
with the emotions conveyed through voice, text, image and video (i.e. available media). But the 
experience of togetherness lies in experiencing time with materiality, apart from their relationship.    
I am talking about two friends who have been friends for more than four to five years. The experi-
ence had by two friends together or through the design concept I will propose will be different for 
diffrent pair of friends. The initiated time, which is the contact established by a pair of friends has 
no materiality other than the two entities that are interacting. As opposed to the materiality that is 
there when they are physically together. This initiated time is the third time. I am considering, a pc, 
a mobile phone as part of the entities and not as part of the interaction. The task then is to give mate-
riality to this time, which will add to and enhance the experience. The task is to give added material 
configuration to the interaction and eventually to the experience. The intra-action in this third time is 
a practice or a discourse which develops and sustains on emotions arising through sharing. 

3.6 The design problem.

My design concept had to be designed for a task or a practice which both the friends will simultane-
ously perform while sharing their emotions. The task should generate subjective emotions attached 
to it but will still remain subdued and act as a facilitator of togetherness. The design should be for a 
meeting of togetherness, where both of the friends involved will perform a practice together, which 
lies in the third time as I mentioned above. The third time is nothing but an extension of their respec-
tive local experiences (Fig. 3.4). The interaction has to be designed in the extention of the extended 
local experiences. 

Experience of togetherness

Figure 3.4 The Interaction bubble where the interaction has to be 
designed.
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4.1 Study of human-human interaction by sociologists

Sociologists have studied social interaction and various aspects of it. The theory of Symbolic Inter-
actionism (Blumer, 1986) proposes that people interact with each other by interpreting and defining 
each others actions. It is not merely a reaction to each others action but human interaction is medi-
ated by the use of symbols and signification, by interpretation, or by ascertaining the meaning of one 
another’s actions. This analysis of societal structure has been criticized of looking at the micro level 
and ignoring the macro level. Sociologists have tried to understand society and the behaviour of 
people on the basis of social groups and how their interaction varies according to their social place-
ment inside or outside these groups (e.g. the experiments conducted in the 1950 by Psychologists 
Muzafer and Carolyn Sherif.)

 The affect control theory (Heise, David, 1979), states that each individual acts and interprets events 
in terms of affective meanings, which are actually set of sentiments derived from personal experi-
ences arising out of cultural interactions. It describes emotion as a difference between impressions 
created by an individual and the sentiments attached to his identity. The sociological study of human 
interactions and of the emotions attached to it remains in the sphere of conversations and feelings 
aroused thereof. The context considered for this study is always the placement of those conversa-
tions in the social structure. The domain of experience is at a different level, where conversational 
interactions form a part of the experience. The experience cannot occur outside and independent of 
material culture. Hence the study of social interactions can inform this thesis only at the level of 
understanding the transfer of symbols such as language. 

4.2 Human-human interaction in a group dynamic

The study done on, non verbal group communication by Jaensson T. et.al (37) reveals many interest-
ing aspects of Group-Togetherness. They point out that the complexity of relationships among the 
group members can actually lead to interesting clues which can be mediated through a media rather 
than the cosy, nice massages and gestures. They observed a group of friends through participant 
observation and cultural probes. They have developed a probe built on sensor node technology 
which was used by colleagues at work for two weeks. The probe allowed the members of the group 
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to express their emotions through gestures recorded by the sensor node. The probe was designed on 
the basis of long term friendship study, which resulted in seeing freindship prosper through doing 
things together and creating things together. Each person in a group is resembled by a bubble and its 
colour and his placement varies depending on the input provided by him. One can choose to be close 
to somebody and express his mood, emotions or some other expereinces related to their friends. The 
probe helped to bring to surface some conflicts and social relations among the group. It helped to 
understand the importance of individual, personal expressions in the joint group expression. 

4.3 Togetherness in a Family and the materiality which supports it

As opposed to the work done above which was on friends or colleagues at work, the family together-
ness is quite a different form. The term was used in McCalls Magazine in the Easter Edition, 1954, 
where the father was home more than before and the family being together became important. It 
was the beginning of the nuclear family. Frank Lloyd Wright’s design of Usonian houses, where he 
embedded a fireplace in the living room was aimed at bringing the family together in the evenings. It 
became a family gathering place, which was later used metaphorically by Franklin Roosevelt in the 
times of ‘Great Depression’ when he gave ‘Fireside Chats’ on radio, and used the family gathering 
time.  

The cards and the chess board were the kind of games which family and guests would play. It has 
been so vividly described by many English authors in their novels. These were soon replaced by 
Television which brought the family together but ceased the interaction dynamic. The introduction 
of commercial video games like Karaoke, Dance Dance Revolution, Sing Star, Guitar Hero, Rock 
band, and WII, are bringing back the social dynamic and the interaction by generating fun. It can-
not equal the ‘Togetherness’ that was experienced in front of a fireplace, which probably helped 
strengthen relations in the family. The Swedish ‘Fika’ where friends have coffee together is a strong 
culturally established tradition. The Danish ‘Hygge’ is a concept based on ‘Cosiness’. It has many 
connotations attached. But mostly it is achieved by bringing things together in order to experience 
‘Togetherness’ and cosiness arising thereof.

Togetherness in other forms
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4.4  Mobile telecommunication 

Mobile communication is a revolutionary technology which helped to bridge the gap between peo-
ple and has become more of a necessity. The convergence of many other media like the World Wide 
Web and advanced games has made it popular among all age groups. It has provided a completely 
new social dynamic. Especially in one to one communication where distance between people makes 
it impossible to spend time together. People spend hours on the mobile phone talking to each other. 
Over a period of time they derive their own ways of communicating everything through the effective 
use of language and voice and now a days with MMS. 

People try to communicate effectively through the available media. Though voice is an effective 
communicator of emotions there is a struggle in communicating everything that is felt. To solve this, 
variety of research is being conducted on making the softwares and the telecommunication more 
emotionally rich. I have discussed some examples below. Most of the research is done on effective 
communication of emotions, on games, and on making a mobile phone a social interaction tool. All 
those aspects are making the mobile experience richer in many different ways. The approach that  
has been considered so far is improving the phone which will helps convey  emotions and respective 
contexts intensely. It can also act as an entertainment tool or it can help improve the social dynamic. 
This thesis explores the possibilities of the phone becoming a mere tool, where it does not mediate  
verbal communication but acts as a facilitator for an enriched experience different than the one felt 
through voice and vedio transfer.
 
4.5 The development of mobile telecommunication towards a richer communication tool

Ståhl Anna, has developed an E-Moto, emotional messaging service built on top of SonyEricsson’s 
P800 and P900 mobile terminals.  In E-Moto the interaction is done through affective gestures as 
input and the emotional expressivity is conveyed through combination of colors, shapes and anima-
tions as backgrounds to user’s text messages (11:2). This provides an enhanced understanding of the 
emotion felt by the other person, and the chance to bodily express emotions. It adds another dimen-
sion to the voice communication. 

Togetherness in other forms
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The ‘Phone Fight’ is one of such games developed by lastminute.com lab which is an excellent 
example of ‘two-player’ game for players in near proximity. It is a sword fencing game where two 
phones connect directly to each other over Bluetooth and the built in accelerometers detect slashes 
and blocks as the player strikes a fencing gesture in the air. The game provides no visual interface or 
haptic feedback, the only feedback is the clashing sound of swords and when the opponent is hit.

4.6 Social interaction promoted by World Wide Web

The chatting sites on the net provide another way of communicating in physical separation. Software 
like Skype is revolutionary, as people arrange meetings over them. People use the video to convey 
the present context, to enrich the communication across continents. Sites like Flicker, FaceBook or 
Orkut provide a social platform more focused on building a community. The interaction happens 
through a computer screen where you can see the person talking. It still is similar to the mobile 
phone, where the mobile phone is replaced by a computer screen. The object is still not providing a 
possibility of becoming together with the other person, as you can see the other person in his subjec-
tive experience is performing his own practice, which is as simple as typing on the laptop.

4.7 Presence production 

6th sense was a lamp produced by Tollmar K and Persson J which measures the amount of body 
movement close to the lamp over a pre-specified time the lamp interprets this information as pres-
ence and transfers that data to the sister lamp which is at another location through telecommunica-
tion. Users ascribed there own emotions to it and used them as informants about the other person’s 
presence eventually assuring safety and security of that person. The kiss communicator is a similar 
device. The ongoing research in presence production in shared virtual environment can provide 
valuable clues to transfer the contextual parameters of the experience of ‘Togetherness’.

Ho C. et.al. (12:2-5) conducted an experiment based on haptic communication to test ‘Together-
ness’. They prepared a game where two players perform a task together with force feedback device 
attached to their computers. Both the players were unaware of the location of each other. There was 

Figure 4.1 Skype, an effective communicator of voice and image. 
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a questionnaire conducted afterwards which suggested that the haptic plus visual condition results in 
higher sense of reported togetherness. Interestingly their results show females tend to report a higher 
sense of togetherness. ‘Togetherness’ here was judged on what extent they felt being with each other 
because of the haptic communication and the task of performing together.

4.8 My choice of human-human interaction to design an enriched experience

Social interaction can be studied from many different perspectives. It involves many dynamics of 
human relationships. The interdisciplinary nature design research has revealed rich aspects of social 
interaction and user product interaction e.g. cultural probes, participative design methods. I dis-
cussed some of the important approaches HCI has undertaken recently. Though user centered design 
is making design research richer, there seems to be lack of emphasis on human-human interaction 
and experiences arising there of. This is where ‘Expereince Design’ comes into picture. If the inter-
actions are considered as arising out of experiences which are basically very rich, then the methods 
and their analysis can lead to new results.

Thus I decided to locate a specific Experience first and a problem relating to it where the experience 
is needed but does not exist. This approach led to define a methodology which I based on the partici-
pative method of Elizabeth Sanders. But in the course of the research, I realized that I had to change 
it and adopt a different methodology in order to reach the core of the design problem. It changed the 
whole approach of looking at experience. The initial analysis of my observations led to a restricted 
approach of transferring one context in to another, which was becoming another project of presence 
production. When I defined experience based on Karen Barad’s, posthuman ontology, it led me to 
explore the temporal aspects of experience. 
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 I will call the process which I decided to undertake to do research and design as the ‘Practice led 
Research’. I will discuss my research and design methodologies and how I adopted and modified 
them stagewise. The design concept which I finalised is discussed separately in the next chapter.

 In the initial stages I had decided to begin with the user-centered design methods which undertake 
ethnographic studies and conduct participative design research. I had a basic understanding and my 
own difinition of what an experience of togetherness. I began my research by doing feild studies 
of two friends. I chose to work with my friends from school and observed them in three different 
settings, which I have stated below. The inital analysis of my observations led me to understand the 
context and relationships between friends and how they construct experience.

In the next step I decided to analyse them by constructing a scenario which will include all the expe-
riential factors. I constructed a scenario but it did not lead me to any conclusion other than helping 
me to understand the materiality which the two friends are surrounded by and how it is carefully 
chosen. I undertook the empathic appraoch towards design which I have discussed in detail before, 
and  created a few scenarios with design concepts. I realised that those design concepts were actu-
ally becoming presence production designs. They were making one context present for the other by 
letting the other person know about movements, gestures and emotions.

The experience was not achieved. I realised that the difinition of togetherness and my knowledge of 
the contextual factors will not help me to realise where my design problem lies. I had not discovered 
the design problem. I started to study ineractions and came across Karen Barads, post-human On-
tology, Agential Realism, which describe interactions as intra-actions and I defined the friendship 
between two people based on it. I found my design problem, where and what I had to design. I cre-
ated many scenarios which will illustrate my design solution. The time, which was the most essential 
experiential factor was still not elaborated in as much a enriched form as it should.

I went to India in March for a month, and continued my studies. My advisors advised me to look into 
the cultural aspects that I was surrounded by and try to find something which is local and culturally 
specific. I cam across a fantastic Indian dish called as Pani-puri which was quite rich interms of its 
contents and the way it is eaten. It had a very rich temporal and ritualistic aspects. I made a few ob-
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servations and wrote a script about how two friends eat panipuri on a stall. I designed a set of bowls 
and a table mat which will facilitate eating together in physical separation. I wrote two sequences 
of the movie first which will illustrate the experience of eating panipuri together on a stall and then 
eating it separately in two different locations. I shot the movie with a professional crew. The film is 
in English, and last eight and half minitues. The first part of the film I will call as the performative 
ethnography and the second part is narrative scenarios.

I adopted many methods from many different feilds and altered them for my need, sometimes they 
failed to achieve the expected goals sometimes they helped me to realise that I have to search for 
something different. It was learning through practice, doing research through practice, where I tested 
the methodologies and failed or sucseeded. It was a very intresting process for me to choose the 
methods and apply them. I have discussed it below in detail.

5.1 Field observations in physical togetherness, based on user-centered design methods - 
participant observations.

I found the context mapping process developed by Sanders, very promising to help reveal knowl-
edge about how people experience the world. The study I had planned had such a participatory proc-
ess geared towards generating a design concept. I began the process with identifying six participants 
who are friends for at least five years and spend time together in selected places. Each of participant 
pair had one student from Konstfack and a friend of her. It was quite difficult to find people. By co-
incidence and not by choice all participants were of same gender. I informed them about the process 
and their contribution. We started with observing them in pairs in the places where they wanted to 
meet. It helped me to record the context by asking questions, taking photographs and videos.
 
The study revealed many interesting aspects of the experience. As an observer I realized that the 
place to meet was deliberately chosen to enhance the desired experience. In all the observations 
and interviews conducted thereafter revealed that the aspects of the relationship decided the place 
to meet. By aspects of relationship I mean the aspects which brought them together and kept the 
friendship going, e.g. to share memories, to seek advice or to laugh together. Depending upon them 
the environment was chosen and hence the context varied. In the first observation the friendship was 

Description of practice led research
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eleven years old and was based on sharing the problems they are facing and taking advice. They 
always chose to meet at the same place where the context of the place and the space has almost 
become subconscious. The first pair I observed went to the same restaurant for nine years. In the 
second observation the friendship was 15 years old and was based on spending time together at a 
very nice place( which happened to be the same every time), eating good food and recollecting the 
memories. In the third observation the friendship was 5 years old and was based on having a good 
laugh with each other and enjoying the time spent together mostly in a pub, as they did not remember 
having coffee together.

I observed that all of them usually spend the time together outside their homes and they spend at 
least three to four hours or a day together when they meet. One common factor of sharing was that 
they all updated each other of the recent happenings in their personal and professional life. The ex-
perience therefore is desired and achieved overtime and at preferable places. My initial analysis was 
that, it is possible to plot some similar parameters of the context in this experience e.g. pursuit of a 
private space in a public place, the casual way of dressing up, a smooth service at a restaurant, food 
and drinks. Apart from this I found that, the time factor is crucial in this experience. The sharing and 
the talk which has attached emotions is a subjective matter. I used an emotional probe, which I have 
described below, to understand the emotional transactions taking place over the meeting.

5.2 Three field observations – three pairs of two friends.

I did three observations to understand the experience of ‘Togetherness’. All of them were conducted 
in a different format, which are described here. I have constructed short stories of the experiences in 
the sequence as they happened and the dialogues are the real ones which were communicated during 
the observation. I would call the first observation as the real participative observation, where I was 
like a friend talking with them while we were eating. I was like a friend among friends. The experi-
ence they have usually when they are together is not really the same, they did not talk about many 
things that they would talk about. I had given them a paper to write emotions that they felt during 
our conversation, as I thought I have to know how emotions change over time and based on what. 
I also thought that it will help me understand what are the subjects that are usually discussed and 
whether both of them feel the same emotions at the same time. The knowledge of this will lead me to 
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understnad how emotions are generated through the sharing and through the materiality. I changed 
my method in the next observation, where I remained silent and distant, just  took the vedio of the 
meeting, allowing them to speak in English. I used the emotional probe, described below, which was 
easier to use while talking. I had tested it before and I realised the emotions were sharing oriented, 
i.e. subject oriented. Both of these friend felt comfortable expect the fact that there was a camera 
recording them, but slowly they became unaware of it. They later told me about what they discussed 
and it seems they talked about things that they usually talk about. In the last observation I decided to 
go away by just letting the camera on, and letting them talk. It seemed that both of them talked pretty 
much what they talk about but they were too concious of the camera. I realised the behaviour of the 
participants very much depends upon their personalities. In the following scenarios I dicided to keep 
the same conversations as they exchanged because that helps to understand their personalities and 
their relationship with eachother.

1. Ana and Maria:

Ana and Maria (names changed) are friends for 11 years. They are both 26 years old. They meet 
once or twice a month now, as they both are doing a job while studying. Ana is studying anthropol-
ogy and Sofia is a Jewelry artist and aspires to be a goldsmith. When they meet they usually spend 
a day together. The day I went with them was a Sunday and they went to IKEA before meeting me 
in the evening. They had already spent three to four hours together. They usually go to ‘Chutney’ 
a restaurant located in Medborgarplasten, on Södermalm. They are visiting this restaurant for nine 
years now. I have tried to explain the experience through their thoughts which they expressed to 
me. I was seating in front of them and we spent three hours together. They had to speak English 
with me, which was quite difficult for them and as I did not eat the dinner with them they felt quite 
uncomfortable. I had given them a paper and a pen to write down the emotions that they felt during 
the meeting. They found that it was impossible to stop in between, reflect on the emotions and note 
them down. They wrote some during the conversation and most of them after the conversations 
was over, which looked like as if they completed an assignment. They tried to remember what they 
felt and wrote them down.

Description of practice led research
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2. Tiina and Sofia

Tiina and Sofia (names changed) are friends for 15 years. They are both 23 years old. They are 
friends from their school. Tiina is studying textiles and Sofia is studying home science (?). They 
meet once a month now as Sofia has moved to Nörköpping for studies. They always meet at a 
place which they find enjoyable. They like to eat good food and enjoy it together. I spent a Monday 
evening with them in a Café called ‘Saturnus’ in Östermalm. It was the first time that they decided 
to meet there as it was close to Sofia’s place. I spent one and half hour with them. I video recorded 
them and took photos from far. I had asked them to speak in Swedish. I used a probe which I have 
described below which would help me understand the emotions that were felt. As I had expected 
the emotions were selected mostly on the basis of topics discussed and feelings aroused thereof. But 
there was a constant mood which came up in between the conversation. Sofia was very happy with 
everything and hence she was choosing the happy face. Tiina was tired and she chose the tired face 
quite often. I interviewed them an hour after. Both of them were concious of me and the camera. It 
was not as comfortable as it could have been if I was not there. But they spoke in Swedish which was 
comfortable and the restaurant was crowded had a loud music, which had a dominating presence. 
The presence of camera and me was just an adition to the already dominating context. 
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3. Ana and Åsa:

Ana and Åsa (names changed) are friends for five years. They both are 28 and 29 respectively. They 
used to live in a corridor kitchen styled dormitory. Ana has now moved to London for research in 
microbiology and Åsa is taking an art teachers course. Ana was visiting home in the X-mas vaca-
tion. Before Ana moved to London both of them used to spend a lot of time together as they lived 
in the same corridor. They preferred to spend their time together in a pub on Friday nights. They 
could not remember if they ever had coffee together. Åsa decided to meet in their common kitchen 
this time rather than a pub as Ana had some things to pick up from her. After two hours there was a 
party in Konstfack, which Åsa wanted to attend, and hence it seemed convenient for her to meet in 
the kitchen. They have lived like this before and had met also like this. I had put up the video camera 
and went away for a walk. I was totally absent, not even taking photos. They talked in Swedish and 
I didn’t even use my probe. I analyzed the film later. But Åsa was quite conscious of the camera. I 
conducted an interview with them later.
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5.3  Development of a design probe. 

I felt the need of understanding what sort emotions are felt during the meeting of two friends. I 
made the probe based on Wensveen S. et.al. (7:49) study of studying emotional aspects of product 
use. They had used images of famous persons to build a family tree, which will represent user’s 
image of an alarm clock. The family tree probe projected users image of ideal parents their alarm 
clock should have. I plotted down about 20 emotions which I thought can be felt in the experience 
of ‘Togetherness’ based on my first observation with Ana and Maria. They had provided me a list of 
emotions that they felt during our meeting. Initially I had used different faces for the expressions. 
These expressions were like keys that the participants can choose as they feel them during their 
conversation and pile them. The aim was to have two different piles of emotions which I can later 
analyze. I tested this probe with Jarmo and Jakob who are two senior researchers in the Mobile Life 
Lab for half an hour. 

We realized after the meeting that there are too many emotions to choose from and as all of them 
have a different individuals and it is difficult to choose quickly. You have to do it consciously by 
taking a pause in the conversation. When they were really engaged in the conversation they forgot 
to choose the emotion. And most importantly the emotions that they chose were related to the topics 
of discussion. Some expressions were also found confusing. I decided to change my probe based on 
their feedback. I selected one face and I chose only 10 expressions. I used this in the next observa-
tion with Tiina and Sofia. It turned out to be very easy to use because of the same face. It helped 
me to understand the topics and emotions attached to the conversation. I didn’t use the probe in my 
third observation as I wanted to make the observation as remote and without any interference as 
possible.

5.4  Analysis of the observations by developing a scenario describing togetherness

My initial analysis of the observations lead me to understand the relationship between two friends 
and how the meetings of togetherness vary accordingly. I understood how the contextual factors 
and their personal life affects the emotions felt in the meeting. I understood what are the common 
factors of this meeting and the experience that arise. All of those were about the experience and the 

Before

After
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relationship. The emotional probe helped me to understand that the emotions felt in the meeting are 
similar and based on sharing. Following is the summery of each observation.

1. Ana and Maria:
The way it was conducted: They spoke in english. I was a part of each conversation. I conducted an 
interview as we talked. A paper and pencil was provided to note down the emotions that they felt. 
What I learnt?: I learnt that they have to talk in Swedish. I should not be a part of the conversation. 
I have to develop an emotional probe to make the process of self reflection easier.

2.Tiina and Sofia:
The way it was conducted: They spoke Swedish. I did not take part in the conversation. I conducted 
the interview later. I used a video camera to record the meeting. I used the final stage of the emo-
tional probe, which was the second version of the emotional probe.
What I learnt?: I learnt that my presence and the use of the camera still affects the experience. The 
emotional probe helped me to understand what are the emotions felt, whether they are the same for 
both of them and what are they related to.

3. Ana and Åsa:
The way it was conducted: They spoke Swedish. I was absent. I used the video camera to record. I 
took an interview later and I did not use any probe.
What I learnt?: I learnt that the aspects of the experience are the same as they were in my previous 
observations. I understood what are those aspects and how they vary depending on the personali-
ties.

I have developed a scenario based on my observations and my analysis. It is a story of how two 
friends spend time together and experience togetherness. The dialogues and the characters are bor-
rowed from my observations, which I have stated in the scenarios before. This is a compilation of 
all of them in a form of a story. 
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5.5 Concept generation through empathic approach

The initial analysis of those observations was based on the Contextmapping process, where I stated 
the context of the meetings that those three pairs had. I came upto some common contextual factors 
of the experience and I decided that I need to generate scenarios which will facilitate the creation of 
those factors in physical separation. Those factors were, pursuit of a private space in a public place, 
the casual way of dressing up, a smooth service at a restaurant, food and drinks. I created scenarios 
based on Wright and McCarthy’s idea of ‘Empathy through narration’. Based on my understanding 
of the personality of my participants, which I have through interviews, observation and friendship, 
I worked on two characters and plotted a story line of a physically separated condition. I decided to 
then discuss these scenarios with the participants and get a feedback. The scenarios were designed to 
explore a design concept based on the aspects I have decided to transfer. The empathic approach for 
designing a solution through scenarios was fine, but I was not solving the problem where I needed 
to solve it. It became a project of presence production as I was trying to make a context present in to 
the other. And hence the experience was not recreated. 

The scenario given above suggested me that what is needed in physical separation is the knowledge 
of the other and the others contex. I realised that they need to feel being together and that can be only 
achieved if I can make one’s context present to the other. The knowledge of what the other person 
is doing and where he is can make them feel being together. I thought that this will help achieve the 
experience of togetherness in physical separation. Another assumption I made while creating those 
scenarios was that they have to be embodied and hence wearable. 

I decided on placing the two individuals in two completely different contexts. Having two different 
contexts would allow the transfer of different contextual elements and hence will make the interac-
tion interesting. Following are three scenarios:

Description of practice led research
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Ana is travelling through a metro and she is wearing 
gloves on her hands.

Åsa is seating in a restaurant drinking coffee and she 
is also wearing gloves on her hands.

Ana rubs her hands together which sends a signal to 
Åsa’s gloves and her gloves start to glow.

Åsa realises that Ana is trying to contact and she holds 
her hand close to her ear and starts to talk through the 
glove.

Ana and Åsa talk for a while through the gloves. After the talk Åsa’s gloves still glow, which means 
that Ana has prefered to remain in contact without 
talking.

1. Ana and Åsa 
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Tiina is seating on a park bench. She has a shawl 
around her neck.

2. Tiina and Sofia 

Sofia is seating on a sofa in her living room. Her 
shawl is lying on the sofa.

Tiina wants to talk to Sofia and she re-arranges the 
shawl which sends a signal to Sofia. She feels the 
shawl as warm as Sofia’s.

Sofia’s shawl glows and she notices that Tiina wants 
to talk she wraps the shawl around her and starts to 
talk with Tiina. The shawl feels as cold as Tiina’s.

After some time Tiina starts to walk around in the 
park and her body movements increase the glow in 
Sofia’s shawl and she realises that Tiina is walking.

Both of them keep on talking and after they have 
finished they keep the shawls on which glow as long 
as they want.
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Ana is cooking on a friday afternoon for the week-
end. She wants to talk to Maria to tell her about 
something that bothers her. 

3. Ana and Maria 

She is wearing a neckless. By turning a bead in it she 
projects a screen on a kitchen wall. She selects  Ma-
ria’s picture and by turning another bead calls her.

Maria is wearing a bracelet which starts to glow and 
she presses a  button and she sees Ana on the screen.

They start to talk while they keep on working. Ana 
sees Marias office and she can comment on the 
things Maria is doing.

Ana while cooking turns towards the wall on which 
she can see Maria face to face and keep on talking.

They keep on talking while they do things and they 
can reflect on their contexts making them apperant for 
each other.
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5.6 Analysing/ Defining togetherness with the help of a theory – post-human ontology

In the given scenarios, I realized that the design problem is not yet located. My analysis of the ex-
pereience is limited to the context and its transfer. I felt a need to look at my observations again. I 
came across the post-human ontology and the defination of intra-actions and I studied my together-
ness scenario based on it. I realised that the context , I was talking about before was the material 
configuration which starts to matter when both the friends start to interact with it. The talk and the 
sharing was a part of the experience, which is a practice in the material configuration, which is the 
surrounding atmosphere. When they discuss about the food or the people in the restaurant they 
bring those things to life by talking about them. Those things did not matter before that. The whole 
experience of togetherness was thus a becoming; coming to life together with and as part of sur-
rounding environment. Their past memories, the present and their future came to life through this 
intra-action.

The practice which they performed together (e.g. drinking coffee) facilitates a interaction which is 
essential in this meeting of being together. According to my analysis based on the theory I decided 
to provide such  practice where the knowledge of being together will come from doing together. I 
have given here a few examples of how I wanted to achieve it.

Example 1:

1. Material specifications

Gloves: Made out of microfibre-nanowire, which generates electricity based on the physical move-
ments. It has sensors and actuators, to build pressure. A Bluetooth device, to transfer voice and 
receive it. Both gloves perform similar function.

Coffee cup: Acrylic foldable plastic, which has a Bluetooth in the base.

Description of practice led research
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Lena is moving around in her living room. She is preparing 
coffee. She is wearing gloves and they generate energy based 
on her body movements.

Åsa is walking in the park, buying a coffee and heading-
towards a bench before the decided time of the meeting.Her 
gloves are activated similarly.

Both of them close their fingers to form a fist, which will send pres-
sure of a handshake which will mean that now they can start to talk.                                      

The cup in their hands indicates the level of coffee in                     
the other cup has. So that they can keep up the pace of          
drinking coffee together.

They are now talking, sending gestures through the gloves, 
which are open, which they can decide within themselves 
and drinking coffee together.

Description of practice led research
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Example 2:

I was trying  to design a stand which can host two 
cameras and one projector. I realised that, there is 
no need of two cameras and the projector as well. 
The mat itself can be a touch screen rollable LCD 
display, which generates both the reflection and 
the drawing that is being drawn, simultanously. 

This design solution was facilitating the ex-
pereience which I wanted to achieve, but it was 
falling short in providing an enriched temporal 
value to the experience. This richness could be 
achieved by designing for a specific cultural ex-
perience. I have described the final design con-
cept in the next chapter.

The camera here was in the corner but I relised that it is not creat-
ing a reflection like image

Then I placed the camera in the centre of the front edge

Rollable LCD, which takes the shape of a fold

Description of practice led research
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6.1 The design concept

Two friends always arrange a meeting where they decide the time and place to meet. The concept 
which I propose is about such a pre arranged meeting of togetherness. Where the two friends will 
decide to meet at their respective places. I was not able to explore the experiential aspects of the 
experience more and could not enhance the temporal quality of the experience. 

The experience of Eating Panipuri Together on a Panipuri stall

I went to India and based on the advice I received from my advisors tried to find a culturally specific 
event like drinking coffee together, which is practiced by two friends. And I found eating panipuri 
together as a very beautiful and rich cultural event, which had ritualistic character. It had a very 
strong temporal quality. Following is the description the context of eating panipuri together:

A panipuri stall can usually be found outside a sweet mart which is a shop selling sweets. They 
are very popular on the beaches of Mumbai. The dishes served on a panipuri stall are very spicy 
and small. One can eat the dish in ten minutes. The stalls are most of the times run single handed 
or sometimes another guy helps to clean the dishes. The guy who serves starts to prepare the basic 
ingredients of the dishes by noon. No dish on the stall requires instant cooking. He can prepare 
everything before hand and then serve it. People visit the stall in the evening as it is a dish one eats 
before dinner, when the day starts to settle and they are on a walk or to chat with friends. People usu-
ally go together to eat on a panipuri stall. They would eat two or three dishes. A guy would make the 
dishes while you eat them and serve many people at the same time. Especially the dish of panipuri 
can be served to many at the same time. It is a very crunchy and delicious dish which has to be eaten 
quickly. It consists of a puri which is hallow inside, the guy punches it in the middle and makes a 
bowl out of the puri and then dips the puri into three sauces and puts it in a empty bowl which he has 
already given you to hold in your hands. He serves six such purees one after the other keeping an eye 
on how you are eating them. He then serves one last puri which is called the dry puri to soothe the 
spicy and watery taste one has developed after eating the previous six. It takes not more than ten to 
twelve minutes to eat panipuri. Usually people order other dishes like Shev puri or Dahi puri which 
are similar dishes with varied contents.

Design concept
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I decided to work with panipuri as it is the most preferred dish among all that one can eat at a Pa-
nipuri stall. I made many observations regarding how people usually come to the stall. I observed 
that they come together with somebody. The young visitors would linger around after they have 
eaten two or three dishes. The stall is at walking distance from any house. They are almost every 
corner of a street. 

The dish of Panipuri has a strong temporal aspect in terms of when one visits and how much time 
one spends there. Then the whole ritual of serving the dish by preparing while you eat it one puri 
after the other also provides a pace. The guy who makes it and the one who eats it sets the pace of 
time spent on the stall. The way the dish is prepared is also very interesting. The way the puri is 
punched and then dipped into the sauces and then served in the bowl sets a pace to the temporality. 
All this materiality which has a temporal aspect to it supports the sharing and gives meaning to the 
interaction.

6.2 Providing Materiality to the interaction bubble and facilitating the experience.
 
When these two friends meet together the emotions are triggered through the sharing and through 
the context. The experience is built by the subjective realisation of those.  They are becoming with 
each other and with the materiality surrounding them in one time. As seen in fig. 6.1. When they are 
physically separated they are becoming with their own subjective emotions and their subjective con-
texts and hence experiencing two different times. There experiences are different. As seen in fig. 6.2 
When they decide to contact each other they trigger an extension to their subjective experiences. The 
materiality which for me is the practice of eating the dish of panipuri together, has to be designed in 
the intersection of these extensions. As seen in fig. 6.3.

The materiality for would be the contents of panipuri and the practice of eating together will bring 
about the experience. This eating together is the materility designed for the third time. They will eat 
panipuri together, after deciding upon a time when they have decided to eat it together. This meeting 
will be the expereince created through the materiality of panipuri. The set of bowls which will con-
tain three sauces and the purees, will communicate with each other and will facilitate the knowledge 

Design concept
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Design concept

and experience of eating together.  

6.3 The design solution

It is made of two sets of glass bowls that are linked with Blue tooth via the mobile phone. These 
glass bowls are covered with a transparent LCD matrix that goes partially dark indicating the level 
of material filled in the partner set. Each bowl is paired with a bowl in another set. Accompanied 
with a table cloth that shows the positions of the bowls on the other side this set creates a possibility 
of sharing a material configuration. In this geographically separated but mutually performed interac-
tion, the placing of the bowls, filling them with the various chutneys needed for pani-puri, noticing 
and responding to each other’s material becoming enhances the experience of the third subjective 
time initiated by the two friends. The possibility of attending to the other’s minute movements and 
guiding them through one’s own widens the scope of participating into each others becoming in that 
moment.

The knowledge of eating the panipuri together by looking for what the other person is doing is one 
level of communication that the bowls facilitate. But other than that the materiality which for me is 
the sauces and the purees will provide the emotional responses generated through the sharing. The 
temporality here is generated and kept by the two friends involved. The role of the mediator which 
the guy on the panipuri stall enacts will be taken up by these two participants. The materiality of the 
bowls and the table mat becomes unimportant because it is the sauces and the purees which generate 
the knowledge and give materiality to the third initiated time. 

 6.4         The experience of eating Panipuri in physical separation 

The experience of eating Panipuri in physical separation is definitely different than the one had on 
the snack joint. The qualities of the experience on the snack joint are transfered in order to have a 
similar experience. The food, the ritualistic eating of the dish the sharing remain similar aspects of 
the experience. The knowledge of the dish being eaten together and the responses to each others ac-
tivities create a different experience, which is the result of not being physically together. The aim of 
being together by eating together facilitates a similar experience, which was the aim of this thesis.

Figure 6.4 The bowls showing the purees 
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Presentation of the concept in a film

7.1  The presentation of the concept through film:

The ideal way of presenting the design concept was through a narrative scenario. I decided to make a 
film which will elaborate the design concept through a story. The film is a combination of Performa-
tive ethnography and narrative scenario. The first part of the film shows the experience as it happens 
on a panipuri stall and the later part illustrates how it can be made available in the situation of physi-
cal separation. The first part is an outdoor location where both the friends eat panipuri together and 
the next half has been shot in two different indoor locations.

 One of the characters called Rupa, is bubbly and has a relaxed attitude towards life. She is married 
practicing as an architect from home. Despite her responsibilities as a wife and as an architect she 
manages to find time for her friends. Neela comes from the middle class, struggling to establish 
her practice. One can see the focused dedication and ambition she has for her work. She has many 
good friends and loves to spend time with them. She is very expressive, moves her hands around to 
explain things. Prefers to wear elegant cloths and shoes which are not flashy and trendy. 

The first scenario shows how Rupa shares her personal life and her martial problems with Neela. 
Neela gives her friendly advice, as usual. It is a sequence where I have tried to show how the ma-
teriality plays an important part while sharing. The role of the material configuration which in this 
case is the dish is as important as the sharing. I have called this as performative ethnography. Where 
the two actors involved have performed the event of eating panipuri together as it happens, creating 
the experience.

 The second sequence is about when Neela has moved away to a different city. Now they will eat the 
same dish of panipuri but in physical separation. Rupa has settled a little and has solved her loneli-
ness issue and but she still finds her husband unromantic, which is disturbing her and she wants to 
share this with Neela. Both of them have decided on a time and they have taken time out to eat the 
same dish together. I kept the set of bowls and have asked the actors to eat the dish while talking. 
Following are both the screenplays of the film.
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Presentation of the concept in a film

When they are physically together

A road-outside-5 in the evening-Neela and Rupa arrive near the tapari on a scooter. Shows people 
passing by, shows the tapari at distance.

Rupa and Neela arrive on a scooter, they park it in front of the sweet mart

very long shot: showing the scooter coming near the mart and getting parked

RUPA

(Getting down from the scooter ,and has an indifferent expression, she first looks at the pani puri 
wala and then looks at Neela)

Quite cooler now, than in the afternoon.

NEELA

(Taking keys out from the scooter, looking around and then looking at Rupa with a slight smile on 
her face)

Yes...we have come after a long time didn’t we?

Medium shot: showing the scooter and half of the actors

THE TAPARI-out side-Neela and rupa pass by pani puri wala coming near the cashier.

Both of them walk towards the mart, walking near the pani puri wala and then coming near the 
cashier

long shot: showing the bhaiyya and the cashier in the background
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RUPA

(with a questioning face)

I will take pani puri and you?

NEELA

(thinking only slightly)

same to me

(smiling slightly)

Rupa goes to pay and brings back two coupons, while neela looks around

MEDIUM shot: showing half bodies of both of them and the cashier in the background

Rupa goes to the bhaiyya and hands over the coupons

THE TAPARI-out side-Neela and rupa come near pani puri wala and start to talk.

Standing face to face with Neela , bhaiiya is in the background

RUPA

(smiling...)

I was so bored at home, I thought I must have a pani puri with you.

Presentation of the concept in a film
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NEELA

(Laughing)

I never want to miss that opportunity...so tell me how is life?

RUPA

(the laughing face slowly becomes almost sad and worried, but shows a sign as if she was waiting 
for that question)

Well...it is ok...sort of. We are trying to know each other maybe. He is quite unromantic..

(A shy face, she looks down and then away, trying to know how to put feelings in to words, a weird 
smile sets on the face)

Like, that day we went for a walk and he didn’t even hold my hand once in the whole evening.

(making a surprised gesture)

NEELA

(smiling with a little surprise in her eyes,when they meet rupas, then she looks down thinking what 
to say)

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:showing facial expressions quite clearly

THE TAPARI-out side-Neela and rupa eating and talking.

   Presentation of the concept in a film
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Bhaiyya calls and hands over the dishes, they move closer to him,taking two empty plastic bowls in 
their left hands, bhaiiya puts one puri in rupas bowl first and then in Neelas

RUPA

(continuing with the same surprise look and a regretful sad tone, sounding bit unsure)

I don’t know, maybe he is too shy or too much into himself. But I want to enjoy so many things 
together with him.

(makes a child like naughty face)

They both put the puris in their mouth and while eating they don’t talk.

NEELA

(first seriously and thinking but as the puri bursts in her mouth she smiles and makes a awkward 
gesture by putting her hand to her mouth, rupa giggles)

I can understand, maybe he is shy. Maybe he needs some time.

Bhaiiyya puts another two puris in their bowl, when he does that they give a quick look to his hand 
and his table but not to him.They put them in the mouth

RUPA

(a look of enjoyment and excitement of the puri while she is eating it which changes into a sad 
face)

  Presentation of the concept in a film
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Maybe, but it has been six months, and I have forced him sometimes.

(smiling shyly)

It becomes too lonely sometimes, he comes quite late and is tired.

(a sad and serious expression comes back)

NEELA

(serious thoughtful expression, she looks to the table, and at how bhaiyya is making the puri)

I think it would be good if you start doing some consulting than doing the freelancing, that will keep 
you busy all day, you will meet people...you know...it is nice.

Bhaiiyya puts another two puris in their bowl, when he does that they give a quick look to his hand 
and his table but not to him.They put them in the mouth and eat, after eating..

RUPA

(a little smile and a little surprise with a bright face..a little nod)

Haa....I should find one.

NEELA

(thinking again)

There is one site which I cant manage, will you do it? visiting it.

Presentation of the concept in a film
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RUPA

(with another surprise on her face, a proud feeling settles )

OOOOH!! you think I can do it?

NEELA

(with a simple straight forward expression)

Ahhh...of course! it is small, good to begin with. It is not too far, you can do it on your two wheel-
er.

Bhaiiyya puts another two puris in their bowl, when he does that they give a quick look to his hand 
and his table but not to him.They put them in the mouth and eat, after eating..

RUPA

(a happy and smiling face)

ok, that will be fun!!....

(takes a pause and with a mischievous face)

and madam...what about your marriage?

they both laugh looking at each other.

NEELA

there is time. What else, how about a shev puri?

    Presentation of the concept in a film
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RUPA

(with a child like nod and smiling face)

lets share one, shall we?

NEELA

(with complete approving nod)

yes....maaaaaaaaaaaam.

(looks at bhaiyya and says)

Bhaiyya one shev puri.

Bhiayya gives her one look and then looks away taking another dish and starts to prepare.

In physical separation

Damleś home-his living room-a sofa set-a tea table covered with the table cloth-three small bowls-
one big bowl-one glass for water-one tea cup-a blue tooth device and a mobile phone-all dishes filled 
with specific items- a plastic bag of pani purees kept on the side

Rupa is seating on the window seat facing the staircase, with the blue tooth device on her ear.She is 
seating with her legs folded, like a yoga posture (mandi ghalun)

long shot: camera on her left near the entrance.showing the room where rupa is seating and shows 
all items placed on the table cloth.

  Presentation of the concept in a film
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RUPA

(smiling and looking into the phone and then keeps the phone away on the window seating where 
she is seating, says quite cheerfully)

Hi!!..how are you? I am readyyyyy!!

Medium CLOSE UP: Showing rupas face with the two hands and the way she keeps the phone 
away

Mahaveers home-showing the two steps on which she is seating-the table cloth is spread on the 
floor-the three small bowls, one big bowl and the cup and the glass are placed on that.They are all 
filled with the required ingredients.

Neela is seating on the steps at an angle of 45 looking towards the television, holding the phone in 
her hands and the blue tooth on her ears.

long shot: camera on her left near the library or little ahead of the sofa set-showing the window, the 
staircase partly, where neela is seating and shows all items placed on the table cloth.

NEELA

(smiling while looking at the mobile and then putting it away from the camera, nods her head and 
makes a gesture with her hands)

Hi!...ekdam first class!!! I am ready toooo..

medium CLOSE UP:Showing neelas face with the two hands and the way she keeps the phone 
away

     Presentation of the concept in a film
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medium close up:camera on her left side near the entrance-she is facing the staircase-rupa has started 
preparing pani puri

Rupa moves a little ahead from the seat makes her legs straight and picks the puri bag, breaks it open 
bit actively and carelessly and removes three purees from the bag and keeps them on the bowl wraps 
the bag and puts it away hastily.

RUPA

(a slight smile on her face)

What a perfect time to eat pani puri, I guess this must be much more healthy...(laughs)

close up: showing the bowl and the puri placed on it. and the other three bowls filled with required 
ingredients.

Rupas hands have one puri and she is punching it in the middle to make a bowl out of it.

medium close up:shows neela and the plastic bag with the purees which is already neatly opened

Neela takes the neatly opened bag in her hands calmly. Takes one puree out from the bag

NEELA

(laughing)

Obviously..

CLOSE UP:SHOWING neelas hands THE BOWL AND THE PURI PLACED ON IT.AND THE 
OTHER THREE BOWLS.

Presentation of the concept in a film
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Neela puts the puree on the bowl, the bowl already shows three black circles.

close up: neelas face

Neela sees the three circles on her bowl, and smile comes on her face.

NEELA

(smile which vanishes slowly)

Is Dev at home?

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: camera still on the left, rupas half body is seen, and the bowls.

Rupa takes one puree in her left hand puts the daal into it by her right hand then takes the puree in 
her right hand dips it into the two sauces

RUPA
(with a plain silent voice..which has a sad tone)

No..noway..he never is home so early. He never was. I come home at about five now.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: Neelas face and the bowls, neelas small three bowls lost the level, it re-
duces

Neela breaks the puree puts the daal in to it and dips it into the sauces there is a calmness in her 
actions,there is no hurried gestures.A slight sideways smile can be seen on her face.She looks at the 
small three bowls and notices the drop in the level.

close up:rupas face, showing how she puts the puree in her mouth.

Presentation of the concept in a film
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Rupa is putting the puree in her mouth and eating it, she holds the hand near her mouth for few 
seconds.Her face lights up a little, as her mouth becomes full, her eyes show the excitement and the 
face shows the impatience.She then looks towards the table.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:rupa looking at the tea cup.

Rupa looks at the tea cup, points at it and says surprisingly

RUPA

(with a surprise look)

Hey, you have made the tea already?!! I didn’t. I like it hot.

CLOSE UP: NEELAS FACE

Neela is putting the puree in her mouth and before that she says.

NEELA

(straight forward plain face)

So,tell me, did you finish the shop?

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:RUPA HAS STARTED to prepare her second puree

Rupa takes the second puree from the dish and is putting the daal in it and then dipping it in the 
sauces.

   Presentation of the concept in a film
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RUPA

(Quite engrossed in making the puree with a plain face)

Yes. It was finished quite fast.The client didn’t pay my last installment though...(laughs)

CLOSE UP: NEELAS FACE looking at the bowls

Neela looks at the bowls and watches a drop in the level and then looks at the lost of another black 
spot in the dish.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: NEELAS FACE AND THE BOWLS

Neela is now looking outside into the garden, thinking and looking into nothing.

NEELA
(Smiles sarcastically)

Ha..and what do you have on your hand now?

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:RUPAs face and her hand showing her facial expressions

Rupa lifts the puree in her hand and puts it in her mouth  her face shows the excitement of eating it 
and a sort of content expression appears on her face. After eating it she says.

RUPA

(a slightly sad expression  appears on her face)

Well, a new residence. I am becoming busy...I am less lonely now. But it didn’t help much to make 
Dev more romantic though...(a regretful shy face with a child like expression)

    Presentation of the concept in a film
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CLOSE UP: NEELAS FACE

Neela picks up the glass of water and drinks a little.

A mark on Rupas table cloth goes for the glass and she notices it with a lost look.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: NEELAS FACE AND THE BOWLS.

Neela puts the glass absent minded at a different place, not exactly on the same spot as Rupas.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: RUPAS FACE AND HER table cloth

Rupa gives a child like naughty expression and picks up her glass and puts it back on   the red circle 
where it shows Neelas replaced glass and then smiles only slightly.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: NEELAS FACE AND THE table cloth

Neela notices that the circle moved laughs loudly and then thinks with a serious face.

NEELA

(simple straight forward face)

See, Rupa...(a pause and thinking for a second)...take it easy..I think you should talk to him...tell him 
what you feel.( stops and tries to understand what Rupa is doing and how she is reacting)

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: RUPAS FACE AND HER TABLE CLOTH

Rupa takes the last puree from her dish. She has suddenly become calm and her actions have slowed 
down. 

Presentation of the concept in a film
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MEDIUM CLOSE UP: NEELAS FACE AND THE BOWLS

Neela notices that the puree is lifted from the bowl. She smiles with a relief. She quickly picks up 
the puree bag and puts three purees in her dish.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: RUPAS FACE AND HER TABLE CLOTH

Rupa notices three black spots on her dish and smiles.

RUPA

(A thinking face)

I should do that... I avoided that until now because I thought he will feel hurt.(a relaxed face  bright-
ens up a little)

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: NEELAS FACE AND THE BOWLS

Neela picks one puree and starts to prepare it.

NEELA

(with a plain indifferent face)

Try it...talking always helps..

CLOSE UP:RUPAS FACE
Rupa smiles slightly. Noticing that the level on her sauce bowls is reducing.

RUPA

Presentation of the concept in a film
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Presentation of the concept in a film

(cheerfully)

I want to make tea..while you eat that.

CLOSE UP: NEELAS FACE
Neela is about to put the puree in her mouth.

NEELA

( smiling)
Do it! I will dig myself into the purees....(laughs)

medium CLOSE UP:RUPAS FACE and the table cloth
Rupa trying to get up to make her tea and she giggles. She lifts up her glass to bring her tea in.

MEDIUM CLOSE UP: NEELAS FACE AND THE BOWLS

Neela notices the spot around the glass vanish. She is focused on making the puree.
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7.2       Presentation in the exhibition

As the final product of the thesis was a film, I decided to exhibit it on a wall. I built two walls, 
one had the film running all the time and the other wall had short description of what the thesis is 
about.
I had kept some brochures which contained information about the thesis. Viewers could seat and 
watch the movie. The movie was eight and half minutes long. Konstfack’s Spring Exhibition is big 
event and there is a lot to look at. I observed that not many people had the patience to seat through 
and look at it. Whenever I was present I could talk to them and describe the design. It was not always 
possible.

Initially I had planned for an enclosed room, but later I decided to have a rear projection and  have 
TV screen like projection. But I could not move the walls far ahead and hence the rear projection 
was too small. I kept the projector in the front and had a front projection instead. The other wall had 
three A1 sheets in the begining and they contained information about the design process. But I later 
realised that it was too much for the viewer to read. As I was talking with them I decided to make 
the information as little as possible and with some images.

The brochures which I later kept on the podium helped them understand the film. It was impossible 
to talk to all viewers as it was too tiring. The film in itself was difficult to understand for a common 
viewer, the information on the other wall and the brochures helped them to understand it better.

Presentation of the concept in a film
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8.1 Through locating an experience to be made available

The field of HCI have considered experience in so many ways as I have discussed in the previous 
chapters. Their approach to design is based on the user-product interaction. Experience design can 
contribute by looking at products or materiality as something which is a facilitator of the experi-
ence. Basically it becomes important to look at human-human interaction and how the materiality 
supports and co-contributes to the experience. Then it is essential to look for experiences which 
humans need to experience and then study them by designing a specific design process needed for 
that particular experience to be designed. I think as an experience designer it is essential to look at 
experience as the one to be made available and to prove that it is needed.

This thesis contributes by setting an example, how to locate an experience which needs to be recre-
ated for situations where it is desired. The experience of togetherness which is experienced by two 
friends in physical proximity is commonly desired by two friends. It needs to be provided for where 
it is not possible for them to meet. I have discussed in chapters above of how information technology 
and telecommunication have tried to provide for this problem. The mobile technology is struggling 
so hard to reach the core of this specific problem and still falling short. I think the approach to look 
at experience as a time based realisation of emotions which arise from the materiality which is the 
context, helped me to realise how to recreate the experience. I then located a culturally rich experi-
ence in India and then designed it for the physical separation.

This thesis thus contributes as a case of how to look at experience when it comes to human-human 
interaction and then locating a culturally specific experience to be made available. The experience 
designer in my opinion will always have to borrow from the methodologies of different art and de-
sign methodologies as well as the social sciences. But I strongly believe that the experience designer 
will always have to alter them for his needs in order to understand and design experience. Hence it 
becomes essential to know which experience is so crucial and needs to be designed. Which in my 
opinion is locating a blind spot, in other words that which is not dealt with before and needs to be 
looked in to. The experience of togetherness is such a blind spot for me. Then the experience of eat-
ing Panipuri is a culturally specific blind spot which I dealt with in this thesis.

Contribution to the field of Experience design
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8.2 Through a theoretical-methodological design process

This thesis contributes by developing a design process which I would call is partly research through 
practice. As discussed above, I chose certain methodologies from design research to understand the 
experience, such as Participative design method and empathic approach of CHI. It was essential 
for me to understand the context of the experience and to define it in order to recreate it for a new 
situation. In the beginning of my research I chose to follow the participant observation technique 
employed by ethnographic research, to understand the relationship in two friends, to understand the 
context of the experience and the need of it to be redesigned. I started to analyse them in order to 
generate the context maps by employing the context-mapping process, but it failed to lead to me 
realise the core of the experience and to define it. I came across the Post human-Ontology and it 
helped me to realise what is the experience and the relationship of friendship. I went back to the 
design research for searching for an approach which will lead me to come up with a design solu-
tion. I realised that the empathic approach, which adopts narrative scenarios in the forms of stories, 
was the most suitable method to express and design my concept. In the end I chose to work with a 
culturally specific scenario of two friends eating Panipuri together. Lastly I made a film where half 
of the film is based on the performative ethnography, which illustrates the experience as it happens 
when two friends eat panipuri together on a stall and then half of the film illustrates how the design 
concept facilitates the similar experience.

This thesis provides a case of designing an experience through practicing carefully chosen method-
ologies from CHI and altering them in order to reach the specific goal of recreating the experience. 
I did three participant observations as discussed in previous chapters, where I did each observation 
differently to allow me to understand the experience in different ways and completely. As I was 
realising that the participant observation itself affects the experience in some ways. I understood in 
the end that the meeting of togetherness has a definite characteristics and it varies depending upon 
the friendship itself. My methodologies thus changed as they were tested in practice. I had to look 
for the posthumanist-ontology to understand it more clearly. I had to look for a culturally specific 
experience in India which would give me an opportunity to explore and convey the recreation ef-
fectively. This process of choosing methodologies and adopting them for a particular experience to 
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be designed is another way this thesis contributes to experience design.

8.3 By designing a concept which is experience focused

My initial approach to experience design has been of a designer. I chose to work with social inter-
action since my years of architectural practice in India. I decided to work with experiences arising 
in human-human interaction. When working with such experiences I thought it would be better if I 
have a very specific focus on a specific relationship and study that. I came across the relationship of 
friendship and the social network which dominates most of information technology. I gained inter-
est in understanding why the chatting sites and the increasing mobile application struggling to give 
more and more to these social networks and what is lacking in them. It became evident that the com-
munication between two friends and the relationship of friendship has a rich context and the experi-
ence is so much desired in physical separation. My initial study supported all my assumptions.

The methodology I followed and developed was focused on understanding the experience and the 
designing of the concept which will elaborate the experience. The film which is a combination of 
performative ethnography and narrative scenario, based on empathic design approach, illustrates 
the experience that arises from the design concept. The design concept thus is a facilitator of the 
experience and not that comes in between the interaction. I think this approach of looking at design 
research is also the contribution of this thesis. The set of bowls and the table cloth act as mediators 
of the experience. I wanted to focus on how the experience arises from them rather than the techno-
logical aspects and their materiality as I want to demonstrate that the technology and materiality of 
the bowls is less important than the materiality of the dish of panipuri which actually generates the 
experience.  
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8.4 By providing suggestions to design interaction between two people for rich experience

This thesis can inform the field of interaction design by providing some suggestions which can help 
in designing the interaction between two people. They are as following:

a. By locating a specific relationship:

There are many one to one relationships in social interaction. It varies from a family to education 
to the job related. These relationships also vary from the age, gender and culture. It is essential to 
look into those and locate a specific relationship which yields a contextually rich experience. For 
example: a relationship between a father and son. Where the father wants to take care of his son 
when they are not physically together. This is a design problem, where a human-human interaction 
and the experience is essential. The technology will facilitate it. I think this is locating the blind spot 
of where is the experience that needs to be provided for. 

b. By defining the temporality of the experience:

The experience should have a strong aspect of temporality. It has to demonstrate how the experience 
is built over time. The experience studied in this perspective will elaborate the interaction which a 
user has with the materiality. In a way it is defining an event or a situation in the form of a scenario 
which will illustrate the experience built over time. It will explore the aspects and qualities of the 
product concept with its materiality.  For example: A meeting in which certain products are used. 
The meeting will last over a certain period of time and will illustrate the materiality involved and 
create the experience. 

c. By understanding the material configuration and the immergence of the experience through 
it:

An experience in my opinion arises through the material configuration and the interaction of humans 
with it. If we locate the experience as I discussed in the first point here, it will be possible to under-
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Contribution to the field of Experience design

stand what is the materiality which constitutes a specific experience in a specific relationship. With 
the help of appropriate methodologies and theories it will be possible to define the experience which 
is located. This should lead to locate the design problem as is evident in this thesis. This will help in 
locating where and which materiality should be provided to facilitate the desired experience. 

d. By making the design concept culturally specific:

The experience which has been located as stated above can be searched in a culturally rich context 
where the context of the experience can provide interesting design clues. It will also help in design-
ing the concept for a culturally specific locality. The cultural element helps in understanding many 
dimensions which are ritualistic or traditional, which can make the concept rich in experiential fac-
tors. It is essential in my opinion to design for a locally specific cultural so that the design becomes 
easily readable and adoptable. The field of CHI has recently started exploring this aspect through 
cultural probes which are very useful in making the cultural context easy to understand.      
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